Returning To The On Trade
Survey Commissioned by Hallgarten & Novum Wines

EXCLUSIVE INSIGHT
Using exclusively commissioned consumer survey data through FindOutNow.co.uk, backed up with
research from On Trade insight specialists, CGA and Wine Intelligence, Hallgarten & Novum Wines offer
you an insight into consumer sentiment and confidence ahead of the reopening of the UK On Trade.

BEFORE THE LOCKDOWN
Despite slight declines, wine was the number 1 choice for consumers. Visits to the On Trade were largely limited to less than 1
per month, with 28% of the UK following this trend, though some regions enjoyed more frequent visits

WINE IN THE ON TRADE
46% of On Trade consumers
chose wine - The No.1
choice for alcoholic drinks.
Wine contributed to
28% of restaurant wet
sales value

25% of casual dining
wet sales value

29% of all hotel
wet sales value

VISITORS TO THE ON TRADE
18-34 year olds visited
more often.
35% of 18-24 visited
weekly or more.
35-54 more likely
monthly visitors.
20% of 35-44 visited on a
monthly basis.
55+ more likely less than
once per month.
30% visited less than
once per month, while
10% never visited.

Men are more
likely to visit the
On Trade on a
more regular basis
Greater London (31%) & the
North East (27%) were more
likely to visit weekly or more.

The East of England (27%) and
The South West (30%) were
more likely to visit less than
once per month

Source: Exclusive data from Findoutnow.co.uk commissioned by Hallgarten Wines (Roxhill) / CGA CGA OPME P09 data to 07.09.2019 [3]

BUSINESSES READY TO REOPEN
The 4th July approaches, the On Trade prepares to reopen their venues

60% of On Trade businesses plan to open all sites
40% will leave some sites closed

24% plan to open all sites as soon as possible
31% plan to open most sites
22% plan to phase openings
11% will delay openings until conditions have improved
13% don’t know yet

Source: CGA Resetting The Course To Recovery Webinar Data June 2020

CONSUMERS RETURNING TO THE ON TRADE
The first 2 months of reopening the On Trade will naturally see cautious consumers visiting
less often and in smaller numbers, though the highly engaged remain eager to visit
VISIT FREQUENCY

PRE-LOCKDOWN

FIRST 2 MONTHS OF REOPENING

4+ times per week

2%

2%

2-3 times per week

9%

4%

Once per week

13%

9%

2-3 times per month

23%

14%

Once per month

17%

17%

Less than Once per month

28%

34%

Never

7%

20%

Source: Exclusive data from Findoutnow.co.uk commissioned by Hallgarten Wines (Roxhill)

PRE-LOCKDOWN REGULARS MORE EAGER
Visiting less than once per month remains the most common trend across all age groups,
though smaller trends appear within each age group and region
AGED 18-34
• Plan to visit more often
• 21% of 18-24 want to visit once a week or more.
• 19% of 25-34 want to visit once per month

REGIONAL

AGED 35-54

Greater London (18%) and the North
East (17%) are more to visit once or
multiple times per week

•
•

Plan to visit, but less often
36% of 35-44 and 35% 45-54 plan to visit less
than once per month

AGED 55+
•
•

More cautious about visiting.
24% of 65+ and 22% of 55-64 are unsure about
visiting within the first two months

The East of England (36%) and the
South West (36%) are the most cautious
saying they’ll visit less than a month in
the first two months

Source: Exclusive data from Findoutnow.co.uk commissioned by Hallgarten Wines (Roxhill)

WINE’S HEARTLAND IS IN DEMAND
56% of consumers will be choosing to visit restaurants, considered to be wine’s key audience, with
further wine sales coming from pubs, bars and wine bars
Pubs (inc. chain, independent and
gastro pubs)

35%

Over 65s and the South East
Least likely: 25-34 year olds are least likely to visit.

Independent Restaurants

29%

Most likely: Over 55s and the North.
Least likely: West Midlands and 18-24 year olds are least likely.

Chain Restaurants

20%

Most likely: 18-24s and consumers in the South East
Least likely: Over 65s and the North

Bar /
Wine Bar

9%

Most likely: 25-34s and the North West
Least likely: over 65s and the East of England

Fine-Dining
Restaurant

7%

Most likely: 65+ and Greater London
Least likely: 45-54 year olds and South West

Source: Exclusive data from Findoutnow.co.uk commissioned by Hallgarten Wines

SOCIAL DISTANCE MAIN CONCERN
22% of consumers say they are ready to return to the On Trade immediately, though many will be
cautious. Trends may follow that of China’s key cities, where 48% have visited since reopening.^
Consumers say these factors
are most likely to impact where
to visit

% of
consumers

Social Distancing Measures

27%

The Rate of Infection

23%

Cleanliness of the venues

17%

Trust in venues

18%

Your financial situation

10%

Other

2%

18-24 are least likely to be concerned by
social distancing measures, but more likely
to be concerned over venue cleanliness and
their financial situation.
45-54 are least likely to be concerned about
cleanliness of the venues

55-64 are more likely concerned about social
distancing measures.
65+ are concerned about the rate of infection
and trust in the venues they visit. They are
least concerned about their financial situation.

Source: Exclusive data from Findoutnow.co.uk commissioned by Hallgarten Wines / ^CGA Resetting The Course To Recovery 2020

COMFORTABLE WITH LESS THAN 2M
Almost half of UK consumers are comfortable with a reduced social distance, improving visitor experience
and wine service
2m

42%

Most likely to be 45-54 or in the East of England

1.5m

25%

Most likely to be over 65s or in Greater London

1m

17%

Most likely to be 35-44 year olds or in Greater London

More than
2m

13%

Most likely to be Over 65s or in the South West

Less than
1m

4%

Most likely to be 35-44 or in Greater London

Source: Exclusive data from Findoutnow.co.uk commissioned by Hallgarten Wines

WINE LISTS ARE INTEGRAL TO SUCCESS
As the trade prepares to reopen its doors, wine lists will be an essential tool for success. Consumers
may initially be visiting less, but heightened experiences are expected
WINE STILL NUMBER 1 ALCOHOL
CHOICE
41% of On Trade consumers continue
to drink wine during lockdown.^

WHO’S CHOOSING WINE?

CONSUMERS ARE STILL ENJOYING
WINE.
64% of consumers are drinking the
same or more during lockdown.^

IMPROVED EXPERIENCE, LESS VISITS

25% will be ordering wine when they
return to the On Trade*

In China’s recovery, consumer interest in
quality drinks has risen 32%^

This rises to 30% when focussing on
female consumers*

Consumers will prioritise ‘treats’ such as
better quality wine**

Most likely: Over 65s or Greater
London and South East

36% say they’re happy to visit the same
places, but visit less often during financial
hardship^

Source: *Exclusive data from Findoutnow.co.uk commissioned by Hallgarten Wines / ^CGA Resetting The Course To Recovery **Wine Intelligence Vinitrac® UK

COMMUNICATING THROUGH SOCIAL
Each demographic has a preferred platform of social media, making these the ideal way for
the On Trade to communicate news, offers and rules around reopening
VENUES

DRINK PREFERENCE
Beer / Cider drinkers use Twitter

Pub goers use Facebook
Wine drinkers use LinkedIn
Restaurants diners and bar visitors
prefer Instagram

Spirits and cocktail drinkers prefer Instagram

VISIT FREQUENCY
Fine Dining diners use LinkedIn
Consumers looking to visit the On Trade more
often are more likely to use LinkedIn
Source: Exclusive data from Findoutnow.co.uk commissioned by Hallgarten Wines

MAXIMISE THE OPPORTUNITY
There are some clear trends emerging from lockdown and consumer desires to revisit restaurants,
pubs and bars.
ENGLISH WINES

ORGANIC WINES

What the recent situation has highlighted is that now,
more than ever, consumers want to support local
independent businesses, and this includes English wines.
The quality of the wines keeps growing as does their
popularity.

It’s not just food that has the sustainable
spotlight on it. 20% of hospitality guests
demanded organic wines before lockdown, now
29% show an active interest in ethically grown
products.*

We have been celebrating English Wine Week in June for a
number of years and the scale of the celebrations increase
every year. Even this year, the celebrations have taken to
online platforms such as Zoom where wineries across the
country have been showcasing their bottles.
ACTION: Offer more English wines to satisfy this trend!
Perhaps offer a box-out on your wine list to highlight these
wines or depict them on a UK map to show just how local
they really are.

Organic wines have been on the scene for a while
and we have seen demand for these wines grow.

Blackbook Winery
'Painter of Light'
Chardonnay

ACTION: Similar to English wines, why not
highlight them on your wine lists with a short
definition of what an organic wine is. To take
advantage of the late summer, you could also
have a separate chalkboard in the garden
highlighting your range to guests.

Clos Troteligotte
'K-lys', Cahors

Source: *CGA Resetting The Course To Recovery 2020 / ^Wine Intelligence Wine Trends 2020

MAXIMISE THE OPPORTUNITY
There are some clear trends emerging from lockdown and consumer desires to revisit restaurants,
pubs and bars.
PREMIUM & QUALITY WINES

CREATE AN EXPERIENCE

Fewer visits means consumers will now, more
than ever, be inclined to treat themselves and
make the occasion special. Your target market will
have been without the hospitality industry for
over three months, and this could be the first
time they are catching up with friends and family
post-lockdown so will look to mark the occasion.

Consumers want escapism and an experience not
catered for by drinking or dining at home.^
Whilst it might be a challenge to create the same
experiences you were before with social
distancing, customers have missed the theatre of
hospitality so create dishes to wow and pair them
with wines that the guest may not expect.

Nobody will forget the first dining experience
they had after the last few months!
ACTION: Open up your wine list to offer more
premium wines by the glass and ensure you do
the same for sparkling wines. Now might be the
time to sell the high price point Champagne.

San Marzano 'Anniversario 62',
Primitivo di Manduria Riserva

ACTION: Theme nights are a great way to entice
guests in on a school night, so why not
experiment with esoteric wines and put on a
Greek wine evening, and take the guest on a
‘virtual holiday’.

Gaia Wines, 'Thalassitis',
Santorini, Assyrtiko

Source: *CGA Resetting The Course To Recovery 2020 / ^Wine Intelligence Wine Trends 2020

MAXIMISE THE OPPORTUNITY
There are some clear trends emerging from lockdown and consumer desires to revisit restaurants,
pubs and bars.
ROSÉ IS A TREAT
Consumers see rosé as a treat, so feature yours in your social media
communications and advertising to encourage footfall, particularly
while the sun is still shining.
Hospitality gardens are going to be the place to be seen in the late
summer and rosé is the perfect pairing.
ACTION: Rosé bottles are some of the most photogenic going, so
look to fill the rosé section of your wine list with bottles that are
‘Instagrammable’. Serve it ice cold and ensure your garden is ready
to be the ideal backdrop.

Gérard Bertrand 'Hampton
Water' Rosé, Languedoc

Source: *CGA Resetting The Course To Recovery 2020 / ^Wine Intelligence Wine Trends 2020

